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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we analyze lo al sear h heuristi s for the
k-median and fa ility lo ation problems. We de ne the
lo ality gap of a lo al sear h pro edure as the maximum
ratio of a lo ally optimum solution (obtained using this
pro edure) to the global optimum. For k-median, we
show that lo al sear h with swaps has a lo ality gap of
exa tly 5. When we permit p fa ilities to be swapped
simultaneously then the lo ality gap of the lo al sear h
pro edure is exa tly 3 + 2=p. This is the rst analysis
of lo al sear h for k-median that provides a bounded
performan e guarantee with only k medians. This also
improves the previous known 4 approximation for this
problem. For Un apa itated fa ility lo ation, we show
that lo al sear h, whi h permits adding, dropping and
swapping a fa ility, has a lo ality gap of exa tly 3. This
improves the 5 bound of Korupolu et al. We also onsider a apa itated fa ility lo ation problem where ea h
fa ility has a apa ity and we are allowed to open multiple opies of a fa ility. For this problem we introdu e
a new operation whi h opens one or more opies of a
fa ility and drops zero or more fa ilities. We prove that
lo al sear h whi h permits this new operation has a loality gap between 3 and 4.
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The problem of lo ating fa ilities in a manner so that
they an e e tively serve a set of lients has been the
subje t of mu h resear h. While one ould onsider
fairly general measures of e e tiveness of a set of lo ations in serving the lients, one measure that is typi ally
used is the distan e between the lient and the fa ility
that is serving it. Sin e by opening a lot of fa ilities, we
an be near every lient, it also makes sense to take into
a ount the number of fa ilities opened in judging the
quality of a solution. These two measures, typi ally referred to as the servi e ost and the fa ility ost, an be
ombined in many ways to obtain interesting variants to
the general fa ility lo ation problem. For instan e, in
k-median we require that at most k fa ilities be opened
and the total servi e ost, measured as the sum of the
distan es of ea h lient to the nearest open fa ility, be
minimum. Instead of setting a limit on the total number
of fa ilities that ould be opened, we sometimes assoiate with every fa ility, a ost of opening that fa ility.
The fa ility ost of a solution is then the sum of the
osts of the fa ilities that are opened and the quality
of the solution is measured by the sum of the fa ility
and servi e osts. This, in fa t, is the lassi al fa ility
lo ation problem. Note that in this setting the fa ility
osts need not be same and would, in general depend
on the lo ation at whi h the fa ility is being opened. A
generalization of the lassi al fa ility lo ation problem
arises when we asso iate a apa ity with ea h fa ility,
whi h measures the maximum number of lients that
the fa ility an serve. Further variants of this apa itated fa ility lo ation (CFL) problem arise when we
bound the number of fa ilities that an be opened at a
ertain lo ation. Thus in k-CFL, we an open at most
k fa ilities at any lo ation.
Lo al sear h te hniques have been very popular as
heuristi s for hard ombinatorial optimization problems.
The 1-ex hange heuristi by Lin and Kernighan [7℄ for
the metri -TSP remains the method of hoi e for pra titioners. However, most of these heuristi s have poor
worst- ase guarantees and very few approximation algorithms that rely on lo al sear h are known. One setting
where lo al sear h is amenable to a worst- ase analysis

is fa ility lo ation.
For an instan e I , let global(I ) denote the global
optimum and lo al(I ) be the lo ally optimum solution
provided by a ertain lo al sear h heuristi . We all the
supremum of the ratio global(I )/lo al(I ), the lo ality
gap of this lo al sear h pro edure. For 1-CFL with uniform apa ities, Korupolu et al. [8, 9℄ argued that any
pro edure that permits adding, dropping or swapping
a fa ility has a lo ality gap of at most 8. Their analysis was subsequently re ned and tightened by Chudak
and Williamson [4℄ to yield a lo ality gap of at most
6. For the un apa itated version, Korupolu et al. [8, 9℄
provide a bound of 5 on the lo ality gap when the only
operations permitted are those of adding, dropping or
swapping a fa ility. Charikar and Guha [1℄ introdu ed
an operation whi h permits adding a fa ility and dropping many, and showed that this lo al sear h pro edure
has a lo ality gap of exa tly 3. For k-median Korupolu
et al. [8, 9℄ gave a lo al sear h pro edure whi h permitted adding, deleting and swapping fa ilities and gave
a solution with k(1 + ) having a servi e- ost at most
3 + 5= times the optimum k-median solution.
A di erent approa h to fa ility lo ation was employed
by Shmoys, Tardos and Aardal [10℄ and Charikar, Guha,
Shmoys and Tardos [11℄. They formulated the problems
as linear programs and rounded the optimum fra tional
solution to obtain a 6 32 approximation for k-median and
a 3 approximation for the un apa itated fa ility lo ation problem. Jain and Vazirani [6℄ gave an alternate
3 approximation algorithm for the un apa itated fa ility
lo ation problem (UFL) using the primal-dual s hema.
They also observed that k-median an be viewed as a
Lagrange-relaxation of UFL and utilized this to give a
6 approximation algorithm for k-median. Charikar and
Guha [1℄ improved this to a 4 approximation. Guha
and Khuller [5℄ employed randomization to improve the
approximation guarantee of UFL to 2.408. This was
further improved to (1 + 2=e) by Chudak [2℄ and nally
to 1:728 by Charikar and Guha [1℄. Similar ideas were
used by Chudak and Shmoys [3℄ to obtain a 3 approximation algorithm for 1-CFL when the apa ities are
uniform. Jain and Vazirani [6℄ obtained a 4 approximation algorithm for 1-CFL when the apa ities were
non-uniform by solving a related UFL problem using
their primal-dual algorithm.
Our Results: In this paper, we analyze lo al sear h
heuristi s for three problems.
1. For k-median, we show that lo al sear h with
single swaps has a lo ality gap of 5. This is the rst
analysis of lo al sear h for k-median that provides a
bounded performan e guarantee with only k medians.
We also show that doing multiple swaps, that is, dropping at most p fa ilities and opening the same number
of new fa ilities yields a lo ality gap of 3+2=p. This improves on the 4 approximation algorithm for k-median
by Charikar and Guha [1℄. Our analysis of the lo ality
gap is tight, that is, for an in nite family of instan es
there is a lo ally optimum solution whose servi e ost
is (3 + 2=p) times that of the global optimum.
2. For UFL, we show that lo al sear h, whi h permits

adding, dropping and swapping a fa ility, has a lo ality
gap of 3. This improves the 5 bound of Korupolu et
al. [8℄. Our analysis of the algorithm is tight, that is, we
show a lo ally optimal solution whi h has ost 3 times
that of the optimum solution. Using standard s aling
te hniques
p [1℄ our algorithm an be improved to a hieve
a 1 + 2  2:414 approximation.
3. For 1-CFL, we onsider the setting when the apa ities are non-uniform and argue that lo al sear h,
where the only operation permitted is to add multiple
opies of a fa ility and drop zero or more fa ilities, has
a lo ality gap of at most 4. As for UFL, we give a polynomial algorithm that uses Knapsa k as a subroutine to
sear h a subspa e of adja ent solutions. We also show
an instan e where the polynomial time algorithm annot nd an adja ent solution of lower ost and whi h has
ost 3 times the optimum. Again using s aling te hniques
p [1℄ the algorithm an be improved to obtain a
2 + 3  3:732 approximation.
The paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 introdu es some notation. In Se tion 3, we prove a lo ality
gap of 5 for the k-median problem when only single
swaps are permitted; in Se tion 3.3, we show how the
above analysis an be extended to argue a lo ality gap of
3 + 2=p when up to p fa ilities an be swapped simultaneously. Se tion 4 and Se tion 5 dis uss the algorithms
for UFL and 1-CFL respe tively. Se tion 6 on ludes
with some open problems.

2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
In the k-median and fa ility lo ation problems, we
are given two sets: F , the set of fa ilities and C , the

set of lients. There is a spe i ed distan e ij  0 between every pair i; j 2 F [ C . In these problems, the
goal is to identify a subset of fa ilities S  F and to
serve the lients in C by the fa ilities in S , su h that
some ost fun tion is minimized. The fa ilities in S are
said to be open. The metri versions of these problems
assume that the distan es ij are symmetri and satisfy
the triangle inequality.
The algorithm that we analyze is des ribed in Figure 1. Here  > 0 is a onstant, n = jF j is the number
of fa ilities, m = jC j is the number of lients and p(n; m)
is a polynomial in n and m. The ost fun tion ost(S )
and the operation op(S ) will be de ned di erently for
di erent problems.

Algorithm

Lo al Sear h.

1. S an arbitrary feasible solution.
2. While 9 an operation op su h that,

ost(op(S ))  (1 p(n;m
) ost(S ),
)
do S op(S ).
3. return S .

Figure 1: A generi lo al sear h algorithm for
k-median and fa ility lo ation problems
An operation op is alled admissible for S if ost(op(S ))

 (1 =p(n; m)) ost(S ). At any exe ution of the step

2 of the algorithm, there will be at most a polynomial
number of ops to be he ked for admissibility. Also during ea h admissible op, the ost of the urrent solution
de reases by a fa tor of at least =p(n; m). If S  denotes
an optimum solution and S0 denotes the initial solution, then the number of ops that the algorithm does
is at most log( ost(S0 )= ost(S  ))= log 1 =p1(n;m) where
p(n; m) is some polynomial in n = jF j and m = jC j. As
log( ost(S0 )) is polynomial in the input size and performing ea h op takes a polynomial time, this algorithm
terminates in polynomial time.
When there are no admissible operations, we know
that every operation op redu es the ost by fa tor of at
most =p(n; m), that is,

ost(op(S ))



(1

 ) ost(S ):
p(n; m)

To simplify the exposition, we work with the simplifying
assumption that no operation improves the ost of the
solution, that is, for every operation op,
ost(op(S ))  ost(S ):
We will add at most p(n; m) of su h inequalities to
on lude that ost(S )   ost(S  ) for some  1.
Adding the orresponding original inequalities implies
that ost(S )  (1 + ) ost(S  ). Thus our proof that a
ertain lo al sear h pro edure has lo ality gap translates into a (1 + ) approximation algorithm.
We use the following notations. Let S denote the
output of the algorithm and S  denote an optimum solution. The ost of serving a lient j , or the servi e
ost of j , is the distan e between j and the fa ility that
serves it. Let sj and oj denote the servi e osts of j in
the solutions S and S  respe tively. Let NS (s) denote
the set of lients in C that are served by a fa ility s 2 S
in the solution S . Similarly, let NS  (o) denote the set
of lients in C that are served by a fa ility o 2 S  in
the solution
S S. For a subset A  S Sand B  S , let
NS (A) = s2A NS (s) and NS  (B ) = o2B NS  (o).

3. THE K-MEDIAN PROBLEM
In the k-median problem, we are given an input parameter k, 0 < k  jF j. The problem is to identify a
subset S  F of at most k fa ilities and to serve the
lients in C by the fa ilities in S su h that the total
servi e ost is minimized. Thus, if a lient j 2 C is
served by a fa P
ility  (j ) 2 S , then we want to minimize ost(S ) = j 2C (j )j . For a xed S , serving ea h
lient by the nearest fa ility in S , minimizes this ost.
3.1 Local search with swaps
The only operation permitted in the lo al sear h proedure is a swap. A swap is e e ted by losing a fa ility
s 2 S and opening a fa ility s0 62 S . We start with an
arbitrary set of k fa ilities and keep improving our solution with su h swaps till it is possible to do so. The
algorithm is des ribed in Figure 1. The operation op is
de ned as,
op(S ) := S s + s0 for s 2 S and s0 62 S:

This swap will be denoted by hs; s0 i.

3.2 The analysis
We now show that the lo al sear h pro edure as dened above has a lo ality gap of 5. From the lo al optimality of S , we know that any swap hs; oi for s 2 S and
o 2 S,

ost(S s + o)  ost(S ) for all s 2 S; o 2 S  (1)
Note that even if S \ S  6= ;, the above inequalities hold.
We ombine these inequalities to show that, ost(S ) 
5  ost(S  ).
Consider a fa ility o 2 S  . We partition NS  (o) into
subsets ps = NS  (o) \ NS (s) for s 2 S . Consider a
1-1 and onto mapping  : NS  (o) ! NS  (o) with the
following property.

Property 3.1. For all s 2 S su h that,
jps j  jNS (o)j, we have, (ps ) \ ps = ;.
1
2

It is easy to see that su h a mapping  exists.

o

 (j )
j
NS  (o)
Figure 2: A mat hing  on NS  (o)
We say that a fa ility o 2 S  is aptured by a fa ility
s 2 S if s serves more than half the lients served by
o, that is, jNS (s) \ NS  (o)j > 12 jNS  (o)j. Note that a
fa ility o 2 S  is aptured by at most one s 2 S . We
all a fa ility s 2 S , bad if it aptures some fa ility in
S  and good otherwise.
We now onsider k swaps, one for ea h fa ility in
S  . If some bad fa ility s 2 S aptures exa tly one
fa ility o 2 S  then we onsider the swap hs; oi. Suppose
l fa ilities in S (and hen e l fa ilities in S  ) are not
onsidered in su h swaps. These l fa ilities in S are
either good or bad, and the bad fa ilities apture at
least two fa ilities in S  . Hen e there are at least l=2
good fa ilities in S . Now, onsider l swaps in whi h the
remaining l fa ilities in S  get swapped with the good
fa ilities in S su h that ea h good fa ility is swappedout at most twi e.
It is easy to verify that the swaps onsidered above
satisfy the following properties.
1. Ea h o 2 S  is swapped-in exa tly on e.

2. Ea h s 2 S is swapped-out at most twi e. This is
be ause a fa ility in S that aptures more than one
fa ility in S  is never swapped-out and a fa ility
that aptures exa tly one fa ility in S  is swapped
only with the fa ility that it aptures.

3. If a swap hs; oi is onsidered, the fa ility s does
not apture any fa ility o0 6= o.

o

o0
oj

oj 0

The above algorithm and analysis extend very simply to the ase when the lients j 2 C have arbitrary
demands dj  0 to be served.

o(j 0 )
 (j 0 )

j

j
sj

3.3 Local search with multi-swaps

0

sj 0

s(j 0 )

s

s

Figure 3: Reassigning the lients in NS (s)
NS  (o).

2

(oj

j NS  (o)

+

X

op(S ) := (S n A) [ B

[

sj )

j2NS (s);
j62NS (o)

(oj + o(j ) + s(j )

sj )  0

In this se tion, we generalize the algorithm in Se tion 3 to onsider multi-swaps in whi h up to p fa ilities
ould be swapped simultaneously. The operation op is
now de ned as,

0

We now analyze these swaps by onsidering an arbitrary swap hs; oi. We pla e an upper bound on the inrease in ost due to this swap by reassigning the lients
in NS (s) [ NS  (o) to the fa ilities in S s + o as follows. Refer to Figure 3. The lients j 2 NS  (o) are now
assigned to o. Consider a lient j 0 2 NS (s) \ NS  (o0 ),
for o0 6= o. As s does not apture o0 , we have jNS (s) \
NS  (o0 )j  12 jNS  (o0 )j and hen e by the property of  ,
we have that  (j 0 ) 62 NS (s). Let  (j 0 ) 2 NS (s0 ). Note
that the distan e that the lient j 0 travels to the nearest fa ility in S s + o is at most j 0 s0 . Also from
triangle inequality, j 0 s0  j 0 o + o(j 0 ) + (j 0 )s0 =
oj 0 + o(j 0 ) + s(j 0 ) . The remaining lients ontinue to
be assigned to the old fa ilities. From inequality (1) we
have,
ost(S s + o) ost(S )  0:
Therefore,

X

Theorem 3.1. A lo al sear h pro edure for the metri k-median problem with operations de ned as, op(S ) :=
S s + s0 for s 2 S and s0 62 S , has a lo ality gap at
most 5.

(2)

As ea h fa ility o 2 S  is swapped-in exa tly on e,
the rst term of the inequality (2) added over all the k
swaps gives exa tly, ost(S  ) ost(S ). For the se ond
term, we use the fa t that ea h s is swapped-out at
most twi e. Also for any j 2 C , as sj is the shortest
distan e from j to a fa ility in S , we get, using triangle
inequality, oj + o(j ) + s(j )  sj . Thus the se ond term
of the inequality
swaps is not
P (2) added over all thesj ).k But
greater than 2 j 2C (oPj +o(j ) +sP
as  is 1(j )

1 andPonto mapping, j 2C oj = j 2P
C o (j ) = ost(S )
and j 2C (s(j ) sj ) = 0. Thus, 2 j 2C (oj + o(j ) +
s(j ) sj ) = 4  ost(S  ). Combining the two terms we
get, ost(S  ) ost(S ) + 4  ost(S  )  0. Thus we have
the following theorem.

for A  S and B  F n S
su h that jAj = jB j  p:

This swap will be denoted by hA; B i, and we prove that
the lo ality gap of the k-median problem with respe t
to this operation is exa tly (3 + 2=p).

3.4 Analysis
We extend the notion of apture as follows. For a
subset A  S , we de ne,

apture(A) = fo 2 S  : jNS (A)\NS  (o)j > jNS  (o)j=2g:
It is easy to observe the following properties.

3.1. 1. If X; Y  S are disjoint then
apture(X ) and apture(Y ) are disjoint.
2. If X  Y then apture(X )  apture(Y ).
We now partition S into sets A1 ; A2 ; : : : ; Ar and S 
into sets B1 ; B2 ; : : : ; Br su h that for all i; 1  i  r 1,
jAi j = jBi j and Bi = apture(Ai). As before, we all a
fa ility in S bad if it aptures at least one fa ility in S  ,
and good otherwise. Our partition of S would have the
property that every Ai ; 1  i  r 1 would have exa tly
one bad fa ility; thus r 1 equals the number of bad
fa ilities. The set Ar ontains only good fa ilities and it
follows from the pre eding dis ussion that jAr j = jBr j.
Claim

Our pro edure to de ne these partitions is des ribed in
Figure 4.

Claim 3.2. The pro edure de ned in Figure 4 terminates with a partition of S; S  , satisfying the properties
listed above.
Proof. Note that at the start of ea h iteration of
the for-loop, jS j = jS  j. In ea h iteration we remove
exa tly one bad fa ility from S and hen e in step 1 we
will always be able to nd a bad fa ility. Note that
at step 3.1 our pro edure maintains the invariant that
jAi j < jBi j. Sin e jS j = jS  j and ea h bad fa ility
in S n Ai aptures at least one fa ility in S n Bi , it
follows that there is a good fa ility in S n Ai . This same
argument ensures that the while-loop terminates.

Now we de ne the swaps as follows. If for some i,
we have, jAi j = jBi j  p then we onsider the swap

pro edure Partition;
for i = 1 to r 1 do
fiteration i g
1. Ai fbg where b 2 S be any bad fa ility;
2. Bi
apture(Ai);
3. while jAi j 6= jBi j do
3.1. Ai Ai [ fg g where g 2 S n Ai be any good fa ility;
3.2. Bi
apture(Ai );
4. S S n Ai ;
S  S  n Bi ;
Ar S ;
Br S  ;
end.
Figure 4: A pro edure to de ne the partitions

hAi; Bi i.

From the lo al optimality of S we have the
following inequality.
ost((S n Ai ) [ Bi ) ost(S )  0:
Note that even if Ai \ Bi 6= ; or S \ Bi 6= ;, the above
inequality ontinues to hold.
If on the other hand, for some i, we have, jAi j =
jBi j = q > p, we swap ea h fa ility o 2 Bi with ea h of
the q 1 good fa ilities s 2 Ai . Note that if i 6= r, there
are exa tly q 1 good fa ilities in Ai and for i = r, we
sele t any q 1 out of q good fa ilities in Ar . For ea h
su h swap hs; oi, we have,
ost(S s + o) ost(S )  0:
We add su h q (q 1) inequalities and multiply them
by a fa tor 1=(q 1). Thus, ea h good fa ility in Ai is
onsidered in at most q=(q 1)  (p + 1)=p swaps.
For ea h fa ility o 2 S  , NS  (o) is partitioned as
follows.
1. Let i, 1  i  r, be su h that jAi j  p, so that the
swap hAi ; Bi i was onsidered above. We onsider
the part, pAi = NS (Ai ) \ NS  (o).

2. Let i, 1  i  r, be su h that jAi j > p. We
onsider the parts ps = NS (s) \ NS  (o) for ea h
s 2 Ai .
Now, for ea h fa ility o 2 S  , we onsider a 1-1 and
onto mapping  : NS  (o) ! NS  (o) with the following
property.
Property 3.2. For all parts p = pAi or ps de ned
above, su h that jpj  21 jNS  (o)j, we have,  (p) \ p = ;.
As this ondition is imposed only on the parts that have
at most half the number of lients in NS  (o), su h a
mapping  exists. While doing a swap hAi ; Bi i (resp.
hs; o0 i), we would be able to reassign lients j 2 NS0 (Ai)\
NS  (o) (resp. NS (s) \ NS  (o)) to the fa ility s 62 Ai
(resp. s0 6= s) that serves  (j ) in S .
The swaps de ned above together satisfy the following properties:
1. Ea h fa ility in S  is swapped-in to extent exa tly
1.

2. Ea h fa ility in S is swapped-out to extent at most
(p + 1)=p.
3. If a swap hA; B i is onsidered, apture(A)  B .
Re all that in the single swap analysis, as ea h fa ility
in S was getting swapped-out at most twi e, we got a
(1+2  2) approximation result. Here (p +1)=p repla es
2 and the same argument gives a (1 + 2  (p + 1)=p) =
3 + 2=p approximation result.

3.5 Tight example
In Figure 5, we show an instan e where a lo ally optimum solution, with respe t to the p-swap heuristi , has
ost (3+2=p) times the ost of the global optimum. The
lo ally optimum solution is given by fs1 ; s2 ; : : : ; sk g,
and the optimum solution is given by fo1 ; o2 ; : : : ; ok g.
It is easy to verify that we an not de rease the ost
by performing any p-swaps. The ost of our solution is
3k 2 kp+11 , and the ost of the optimal solution is
k kp+11 . This ratio approa hes (3 + 2=p) as k tends to
in nity. Hen e our analysis of the lo ality gap is tight.

4.

UNCAPACITATED FACILITY LOCATION
In fa ility lo ation problems, we are given osts fi 
0 for opening the fa ilities i 2 F . The un apa itated
fa ility lo ation problem is to identify a subset S  F
and to serve the lients in C by the fa ilities in S su h

that the total fa ility ost plus the total servi e ost is
minimized. That is, if a lient j 2 C is assigned to a
fa
) 2 S then we want to minimize ost(S ) =
P ilityfi+(jP
i2S
j 2C  (j )j . As in k -median, for a xed S ,
serving ea h lient by the nearest fa ility in S , minimizes
the servi e ost.

4.1 A local search procedure
We present a lo al sear h pro edure for the metri
un apa itated fa ility lo ation problem with a lo ality
gap of exa tly 3. The operation op is now de ned as,
8
for s0 62 S ;
< S + s0 ;
s 2 S;
(3)
op(S ) :=
: SS s;s + s0; for
for s0 62 S and s 2 S:

o1
0

op+1
0

2

0

2

o(r
0

0

0

0

ok

1

1

0

1

2

2

ok

1)(p+1)+1

2

2

s1

2

2

1

= (k

1
1

1

sr+1

sr

r

1

1

sk

1)=(p + 1)

Figure 5: Tight example for the p-swaps
These operations orrespond to adding, dropping and
swapping the fa ilities. Again, as there are polynomially
many ops to be he ked for admissibility, the algorithm
terminates in polynomial time.
Charikar and Guha [1℄ proved a lo ality gap of 3 for
a lo al sear h pro edure where the operation was of
adding a fa ility and dropping zero or more fa ilities.
Korupolu et.al. [8℄ onsidered the operations of adding,
deleting and swapping a fa ility but ould only prove a
lo ality gap of 5.

4.2 The analysis

let ostf (S 0 ) =
ost of the solution S 0 . Also,
i
i2S
let osts (S 0 ) be the total ost of serving the lients in C
by the nearest fa ilities in S 0 .

set of fa ilities
PFor0 fanydenote
the fa ility
Lemma 4.1

(Servi e

osts (S )

S0

 F,

ost).

For bounding the fa ility ost of a bad fa ility s 2 S
we pro eed as follows. Suppose a bad fa ility s aptures
the fa ilities O  S  . Let o 2 O be the fa ility nearest
to s. We onsider the swap hs; oi. The lients j 2 NS (s)
are now assigned to the fa ilities in S s + o as follows.

1. Suppose  (j ) 2 NS (s0 ) where s0 6= s. Then, j is
assigned to s0 . Let j 2 NS  (o0 ). We have, js0 
jo0 + o0  (j ) +  (j )s0 = oj + o (j ) + s (j ) .
2. Suppose  (j ) 2 NS (s). Let j 2 NS  (o0 ). Then, by
the property of the mapping  , the fa ility s aptures the fa ility o0 and hen e o0 2 O. The lient
j is now assigned to the fa ility o. From triangle
inequality, jo  js + so . Sin e o is nearer to
s than o0 is, so  so0  js + jo0 . Therefore,
jo  js + js + jo0 = sj + sj + oj .

Thus for the swap hs; oi we get the following inequality.

 ostf (S  ) + osts (S  )

Consider an operation in whi h a fa ility o 2
S  is added. Assign all the lients P
NS  (o) to o. From the
lo al optimality of S we get, fo + j 2NS (o) (oj sj ) 
0. Note that even if o 2 S , this inequality ontinues to
hold. If we add su h inequalities for every o 2 S  , we
get the desired inequality.

fo fs +

fs +

X

2

j NS (s)

(oj + o(j ) + s(j )

sj )



0

(4)

(oj

j2NS (o);
(j)2NS (s)

Proof.

Now, we analyze the fa ility ost ostf (S ). As before,
we assume that  is a 1-1 and onto mapping satisfying
the property 3.1. In addition, we assume that if jNS (s)\
NS  (o)j > 12 jNS  (o)j then for all j 2 NS (s) \ NS  (o) for
whi h  (j ) 2 NS (s), we have that  ( (j )) = j . It is easy
to see that su h a mapping exists. Re all that a fa ility
s 2 S is alled good if s does not apture any o, that
is, for all o 2 S  , jNS (s) \ NS  (o)j  21 jNS  (o)j. The
fa ility ost of good fa ilities an be bounded easily as
follows. Consider an operation in whi h a good fa ility
s 2 S is dropped. Let j 2 NS (s) and  (j ) 2 NS (s0 ).
As s does not apture any fa ility o 2 S  , we have that
s0 6= s. If we assign j to s0 , we get, for a good fa ility
s 2 S,

X

+

X
62

X

sj ) +

(sj + sj + oj

j62NS (o);
(j)2NS (s)

(oj + o(j ) + s(j )

sj )

 (j ) NS (s)

sj )

 0:

(5)

Now onsider an operation in whi h a fa ility o0 2 O o
is added. The lients j 2 NS  (o0 ) for whi h  (j ) 2
NS (s), are now assigned to the fa ility o0 and this yields
the following inequality.

fo0 +

X

(oj

sj )

(j)2NS (s);
j2NS (o0 )



0

for ea h o0 2 O

o: (6)

Adding inequality (5) with inequalities (6) one for ea h

o0 2 O o, we get, for a bad fa ility s 2 S ,

X
2

o0 O

+

fo0

X

j2NS (s);
(j)62NS (s)

fs + 2

X

j2NS (s);
(j)2NS (s)

(oj + o(j ) + s(j )

oj

sj )



0

(7)

Now, if we add the inequalities (4) for all good fa ilities
s 2 S together with the inequalities (7) for all bad fa il-

ities s, we get, ostf (S  ) ostf (S )+2  osts (S  )
This proves the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2

(Fa ility

ostf (S )



0.

ost).

 ostf (S  ) + 2  osts (S  )

Combining Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, we get the following
result.
4.3. The lo al sear h pro edure for the metri un apa itated fa ility lo ation problem where operation op is de ned as
Theorem

8
< S + s0 ;
op(S ) :=
: SS s;s + s0;

for s0 62 S ;
for s 2 S ;
for s0 62 S and s 2 S;

has a lo ality gap 3.
The algorithm des ribed above extends very simply
to the ase when the lients j 2 C have arbitrary demands dj  0 to be served. Using standard s aling te hniques
p [1℄ our algorithm an be improved to a hieve a
1 + 2  2:414 approximation.

4.3 Tight example

In Figure 6, we show an instan e where a lo al optimum has ost 3 times the ost of the global optimum.
The lo ally optimum solution onsists of a single fa ility
s. The optimum solution onsists of fo0 ; o1 ; : : : ; ok g.
Clearly, we annot delete the fa ility s. It is easy to
verify that we an not de rease the ost of our solution
by either adding any fa ility from the optimum, or by
any swap whi h involves bringing in a fa ility from the
optimum and deleting s. The ost of urrent solution is
3k + 1, while the ost of the optimum solution is k + 1.
Hen e our analysis of the algorithm is tight.

5. THE CAPACITATED FACILITY LOCATION PROBLEM
In the apa itated fa ility lo ation problem, along
with the fa ility osts fi  0, we are given apa ities
ui > 0 for ea h i 2 F . We an open multiple opies of
a fa ility i. Ea h opy in urs a ost fi and is apable
of serving at most ui lients. Note that the apa ities ui may be di erent for di erent fa ilities i. The
problem is to identify a multi-set S of fa ilities and to
serve the lients in C by the fa ilities in S su h that the
apa ity onstraints are satis ed and the total fa ility
ost plus the total servi e ost is minimized. If a lient
j 2 C is assigned to P
a fa ility P
(j ) 2 S then we want to
minimize ost(S ) = i2S fi + j 2C (j )j . Now, for a
xed S , in order to minimize the servi e ost, we solve
a min ost ow problem. The lients j 2 C send unit
amount of ow to the fa ilities in S su h that the apa ity onstraints are satis ed. Su h a min ost ow an
be omputed eÆ iently.
In the remainder of this se tion we let S and S  be
the multi-sets of the fa ilities opened in the output and
optimum solutions respe tively.

5.1 A local search algorithm
In this se tion, we prove a lo ality gap of at most 4
on a lo al sear h pro edure for the apa itated fa ility
lo ation problem des ribed above. The operation op is
now de ned as follows.
8 S + s0 ;
for s0 2 F ;
<
0
s0 2 F; T  S
(8)
op(S ) :=
: S T + l  s ; for
and l 2 Z+
The operation S T + l  s0 stands for dropping the
fa ilities in T and opening l new opies of s0 where l is
suÆ iently large so that the lients j 2 NS (T ) an be
served by these new opies of s0 , that is, l us0  jNS (T )j.
As in the ase of the un apa itated fa ility lo ation, we
restri t this operation so that all lients in NS (T ) are
served by the fa ility s0 . The ost of the new solution is
now given by

ost(S ) + l  fs0 +

0
X
2

X

fs +

2

(

s0 j

sj

1
)A :

j NS (s)

s T

Given a fa ility s0 2 F , we use the Pro edure T-Hunt
des ribed in Figure 7 to nd a subset T  S of fa ilities. Here m = jC j is the upper bound on the number of new opies of s0 that we need to open. Dropping a fa ility s 2 T gives an extra jNS (s)j lients to
be served by the new fa ility s0 . A lient j 2 NS (s)
where s 2 T now travels a extra distan e of at most
( s0 j
a fa ility s 2 T gives a
sj ). Thus,
P dropping
saving of fs
sj ). Due to the apa ity
j 2NS (s) ( s0 j
onstraints, a opy of s0 an serve at most us0 lients.
This motivates us to de ne the following Knapsa k problem. For a fa ility s 2PS , de ne weight(s) = jNS (s)j
and profit(s) = fs
sj ). The oraj 2NS (s) ( s0 j
le
Knapsa
k
(
W
)
returns
a
multi-set
T

h that
P weight(s)  W and profit(T ) = P S suprofit
(s)
s2T
s2T
is maximized.
It is interesting to note that sin e we are permitting
any subset of fa ilities, T , from our urrent solution, S ,
to be dropped, the number of operations are exponential
in jS j. However, by ounting the hange in ost due to
ea h su h operation in a spe i way, we are able to give
a polynomial time pro edure (the pro edure T-hunt) to
identify admissible operations. It might be ase that
T-hunt is not able to identify any admissible operations,
while there are operations, as de ned by op, whi h are
admissible. However, our analysis will work only with
the assumption that T-hunt ould not nd admissible
operations.

5.2 The analysis
Lemma

have,

5.1. For any T

djNS (T )j=us0 e  fs0 +
Proof.

X
2

s T

S

and any s0

jNS (s)j 

ss0



2 F,

X
2

we

fs :

s T

The algorithm terminated with the output

S . Hen e for the solution S and for the fa ility s0 , the

Cost =
O0

0

Cost
O1

1

= 0

1

Cost =
Ok

= 0

:::

1

C2
1

0
Optimum Solution

1

1

C1

C0

Cost
O2

Ck

:::
1

Clients

1

S
Cost

Current Solution
= 2k

Figure 6: Tight example for un apa itated fa ility lo ation algorithm.
Pro edure

T-Hunt.

1. For l = 1 to m do,
2.
T Knapsa k(l  us0 ).
3.
If ost(S ) + l  fs0 profit(T )  (1
then return T .
4. return \no admissible swap".


p(n;m)

Figure 7: A pro edure to nd a subset T
Pro edure T-Hunt must have returned \no admissible
swap". Hen e,
l  fs0 profit(T )
= l  f s0

0
X

X

( s0 j
fs
2
j 2NS (s)
But, for a lient j 2 NS (s), we have, s0 j

sj

1
)A

< 0

s T

sj  ss0 .
Therefore we have the lemma.
As the output S is lo ally optimum with respe t to
additions, the Lemma 4.1 ontinues to bound the servi e
ost of S . We restate the Lemma 4.1 here.

Lemma 5.2

(Servi e

osts (S )

ost).

 ostf (S  ) + osts (S  )

Now, we bound the fa ility ost of S . Consider a
dire ted graph G = (V; E ) with lengths on edges, where,

V = fvs j s 2 S g

[

fwo j o 2 S  g

E = f(vs ; wo ) j s 2 S; o 2 S  g

[

[

The lengths of (vs ; wo ) and (wo ; sink) are so and fo =uo
respe tively. The ost of routing unit amount of ow
along any edge is equal to the length of that edge. We
want to simultaneously route jNS (s)j units of ow from
ea h vs to the sink.
Lemma 5.3. We an simultaneously route jNS (s)j units
of ow from ea h vs to the sink su h that the total routing ost is at most osts (S ) + osts (S  ) + ostf (S  ).

 S of fa ilities

Proof. Consider the lients j 2 C . If j 2 NS (s) \
NS  (o) then route one unit of ow along the path vs !
wo ! sink. Triangle inequality implies, so  sj + oj .
Also, for a fa ility o 2 S  , the routing ost on the edge
(wo ; sink) is jNS  (o)j fo =uo  djNS  (o)j=uo e fo , whi h
in turn is the ontribution of o to ostf (S  ). Thus, the
routing ost of this ow is at most osts (S )+ osts (S  )+
ostf (S  ).

In the ow with the minimum routing ost, for ea h

vs , the ow of jNS (s)j units is routed along the shortest
path from vs to the sink. That is, along vs ! wo !
sink, where o is su h that so + fo =uo is minimized, ties
being broken arbitrarily. For ea h o 2 S  , let To  S
denote the set of fa ilities s that route their ow via wo .
As this gives a minimum ost ow, from Lemma 5.3, we
have,

osts (S ) + osts (S  ) + ostf (S  )
XX

jNS (s)j( so + fo =uo ):
o2S  s2To

fsinkg;

f(wo ; sink) j o 2 S  g:

) ost(S ),

(9)

Now, applying Lemma 5.1 to To and o, we get,

djNS (To)j=uo e  fo +

X
2

s To

Hen e,

fo + jNS (To )j=uo  fo +

jNS (s)j 

X
2

s To

jNS (s)j 

so

so



X
2

s To



fs :

X
2

s To

fs :

Adding these inequalities for all o 2 S  , we get,

X
2

o S



XX

jNS (s)j( so + fo =uo )
2
XX
fs = ostf (S ):
(10)
o2S  s2To

fo +

2

o S  s To

The inequalities (9) and (10) together imply

ostf (S )  2  ostf (S  ) + osts (S  ) + osts (S )

This inequality together with Lemma 5.2 gives the following lemma.
Lemma 5.4

ostf (S )

(Fa ility

ost).

 3  ostf (S  ) + 2  osts (S  )

Combining Lemmas 5.2 and 5.4, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 5.5. The lo al sear h pro edure for the metri apa itated fa ility lo ation problem with the operation op de ned as in (8) has a lo ality gap of 4.

Again using s aling te hniques
p [1℄ the algorithm an
be improved to obtain a 2 + 3  3:732 approximation.
The tight example given in Se tion 4.3 for the un apa itated fa ility lo ation problem shows that a lo ally
optimum solution for this problem an have ost 3 times
the ost of the global optimum.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS
In this paper, we provided tighter analysis of lo al
sear h pro edures for the k-median and un apa itated
fa ility lo ation problems. Our sharper analysis leads
to a 3 + 2=p-approximation algorithm for the k-median
with a running time of O(np ). For apa itated fa ility lo ation, when multiple opies of a fa ility an be
opened, we introdu e a new operation and show how
a weaker version of this operation an be performed in
polynomial time. This leads to a lo al sear h pro edure with a lo ality gap of at most 4. We leave open
the problem of obtaining tight bounds on the lo ality
gap of this pro edure. It would be interesting to identify su h operations for other variants of fa ility lo ation
problems.
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